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Why the Private Sector?

 The private sector has been acknowledged by many
international organizations as being an under used
resource for development (EU, UN, OECD)

 The private sector can be a cost effective vehicle to
consolidate development projects

 Increasing need for more sustainable growth and
poverty reduction, less prone to economic shocks

 In 2012 ODA fell by 4% in real terms and 2% in
2011(OECD 2013)



3 Ways the Private Sector can
Facilitate Poverty Reduction

1. Increase in productivity ---> employment and
competition between workers ---> increase wages
and greater economic prosperity

2. Cheaper and more accessible basic goods and
services to the public ---> increase real income of
citizens

3. Tax revenue to governments ---> further public
investment and better services to citizens



Private Sector for Development

 “Private sector development” Vs. “Private Sector
for development”

 First, is the promotion of economic growth through
investment to create jobs

 Second, the need to engage the private sector as
a facilitator in the development process



Private Sector for Development
Cont.

 “[T]ake into account not only the economic and
financial but also the developmental, social,
gender and environmental implications of their
undertakings” (Monterrey Consensus of 2002)



Survey Questions
1. In your opinion how important are the following

aspects in executing an international development
project in cooperation with the civil/private sector?

2. What are the risks in your opinion most associated
with working with the private sector/NGOs?

3. What, in your opinion, are the potential benefits from
working with the private sector/NGOs?



Survey Questions Cont.

4. Have you participated in public-private mechanisms
or platforms for dialogue, knowledge sharing on
development partnerships in your country or sector?

5. Should you work with the public sector or an NGO in
an international development project, which would be
the area you would be most interested in building
cooperation?



Private/CSO Sector Survey



Partnership Risks



Major Benefits of Partnership



Private/CSO Survey Cont.

 “Returns on financial investment,” only 50% of
the private sector responded that this was the
main objective of participating in development



IFC Trust Fund and EXIM
 International Finance Corporation (IFC):

Advance economic development by
investing in for-profit and commercial
projects that aim to reduce poverty

 IFC Trust Fund vehicle for channeling
confessional development support to
country-level projects



IFC Trust Fund and EXIM Cont.
 EXIM has widened its portfolio and its role in

development activity by contributing $20 million to
an IFC trust fund

 Primarily focused on North Africa, the Western
Balkans, Mongolia, Vietnam, and Laos, CIS
countries

 Water management, agriculture and health care
sectors



Observations

 Need for more visionary development
strategy

 Central coordinating agency

 IFC trust fund should be in addition to
preexisting ODA



Thank You For Your Time


